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Why Behavior Intervention Plans?
IDEA purpose:

❏ “to ensure that all children with disabilities have available to them a free appropriate public 
education that emphasizes special education and related services designed to meet their 
unique needs and prepare them for further education, employment, and independent 
living;”

(Individuals with disabilities education act, 2004)

Major Principle of IDEA:

❏ Least Restrictive Environment
(Yell, 2013)



Why Behavior Intervention Plans?
Proactive vs. Reactive

❏ Punishment & other punitive measures actually reinforce the behavior

❏ Student learns nothing about how to behavior appropriately

❏ Learning why a behavior occurs can help prevent it from happening

(Yell, 2013)



Functional Behavior Assessment

A Functional Behavior Assessment (FBA) is a process used to determine the cause of a specific 
behavior.

➢ Attention seeking
➢ Task Avoidance
➢ Sensory Reinforcement
➢ Tangible Reinforcement

(Carr, 1994) 



Functional Behavior Assessment
➔ After conducting the FBA, you’ll want to hypothesize about the function of the behavior in 

order to:
◆ Operationally define the problem behaviors
◆ Identify replacement behaviors
◆ Determine which settings & situations should be manipulated to support the behavior

Setting Antecedents Behavior Consequence

Reading Teacher called on student 
to answer a question

Student threw a pencil Teacher called on a 
different student



Behavior Intervention Plan

★ A Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP) is put in place to help prevent inappropriate behaviors 
from occurring and reinforce appropriate behaviors.

★ BIPs are PROACTIVE and POSITIVE.

★ Meaningful BIPs are successful BIPs



Creating a Meaningful 
Behavior Intervention Plan



Specificity is Key!

Include 
hypothesized 
behavior function

What can be changed 
about the environment to 
PREVENT the behavior?

What other 
behavior could 
the student do 
instead?



Choosing a Replacement Behavior

Target Behavior Replacement Behavior

Ripping up work Saying “I don’t want to do this right now”

Running out of the classroom Ask for a break

Screaming or yelling an answer/comment Raise your hand



Let’s Look at a Sample Defined Target Behavior

Hypothesize FunctionReplacement Behavior



Let’s Look at a Sample



Method for Teaching Replacement Behaviors
★ Model - Guided Practice - Independent Practice - Repeat

○ Guided Practice: as you model, the student can narrate what to do

○ For nonverbal students: have an assistant support you in modeling and the student in practicing

★ Social Stories

★ Prep & Reminders 



Let’s 
Look at a 
Sample



What will happen when the 
student still engages in the 
problem behavior?

What reinforces the 
positive behaviors?



Let’s Look at a Sample

Natural 
Consequence

Lack of earning reward 
rather than taking away a 
reward



Creating the Behavior Intervention Plan
★ Reflect on the FBA Data

★ Use the FBA to create a BIP

★ Collaborate with the IEP team

★ Know that you aren’t just expecting the student’s behavior to change

★ Share the BIP with all individuals working with the student & explain their role in 
implementation (this part is critical!)



Positive Reinforcement



Reinforcement of Alternative Behavior
Things to DO:

★ Interest inventories 

★ Plan with the student

Things not to DO:

★ Use past student BIPs

★ Make assumptions about what 
reinforcements the student will like



Reinforcement Inventories
★ Hobbies/ Activity

★ Edible

★ Tangible

★ Social



Reinforcement Inventories
A few good examples of reinforcement inventories can 
be found here:

● ABA Institute Reinforcement Inventory (p. 3-9)

A few good examples of reinforcement inventories can 
be found here:

● Positive Partnership Inventory 

http://www.aba-instituut.nl/back-site/upload/content/reinforcementinventory.pdf
https://www.positivepartnerships.com.au/uploads/reinforcement_inventory_31.08.17.pdf


Implementing the BIP



Implementing the BIP
❖ Implement with fidelity

➢ Consider using a checklist to ensure you (and the team) are doing all of the necessary actions

➢ Ex. Antecedent Strategies: I gave the student choice when assigning a task yes⬜no⬜

❖ Give it time to work

➢ At least 6 weeks

❖ Collect Data

➢ Both target behavior and replacement behavior



Time Antecedent 
Strategies

Replacement Behavior Target Behavior Consequence

Ex. Math 
9:00 - 
10:30

I offered 
choice before 
giving activity
yes⬜no⬜

Student raised hand to ask 
for help

yes⬜no⬜

Student called out 
when seeking help/ 
attention

yes⬜no⬜

The student 
completed the 
assigned tasks

yes⬜no⬜



Summary
➔ Use the FBA to develop the BIP

➔ Collaborate with the IEP team, including the student

➔ Create and give a reinforcement inventory

➔ Implement the BIP and give it time to work



Questions?
Please contact your local GLRS agency
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